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Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
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ABSTRACT 

A history of the Particle Data Group's efforts to find a rational and systematic con
vention for naming mesons and baryons is given. Several versions of our proposal 
are reviewed, and name changes which would occur are summarized. Some of the 
mail we have received is described. We hope to stimulate additional feedback. 

tThe Berkeley Particle Data Group is supported by the Director, Office of Energy 
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy 
Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-
76SF00098, and by the U.S. National Science Foundation under Agreement No. 
PHY83-18358. 
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Particle nomenclature is ~ot a deep or profound topic, but the response to the 
Particle Data Group's proposal to find a systematic naming convention shows 
that the historical origins of nomenclature can evoke strong feelings. However, the 
high energy physics community appears to be united in supporting our efforts to 
apply limitations to the proliferation of uninformative names. As a result it 
appears possible to settle on a scheme that is acceptable to virtually the entire com
munity. 

The need for a change is reflected in the fact that f, f', E, s*, D (1285), E, 0, 
and hall have the same P, the same C, the same G and the same I. They differ 
only in spin J and to some extent in quark content. Clearly it would make more 
sense to have a single name with J indicated by a subscript. (The prime would 
indicate ss content as used currently.) The mass would continue to be part of the 
name. Another problem is that A2 and A3, B (1235) and B (5270), and D (1285) 

and D ( 1865) have different quantum numbers. Clearly they should have different 
names. 

This is not the first venture of the Particle Data Group into changing nomen
clature. The baryon names were changed 20 years ago. In the April 1963 edition 
ofthe Tables Ni12 and N312 (and others) appeared. In the March 1965 edition the 
names were not changed but the group title for Ni12's was identified as N while 
the group title ofN312's was identified as a (plus similar modifications). By Janu
ary 1967 the names had changed but the group titles were identified as Ni/2 and 
N312's. Finally in the January 1968 edition only Nand a appeared. 

Recent efforts were initiated in 1983 by the European portion of the Particle 
Data Group which is centered at CERN. Discussion continued within and 
between the LBL and CERN groups into 1984. In August 1984 Lucien Montanet 
brought the CERN group's ideas to a meeting in Berkeley at which we drafted a 
tentative proposal. In September 1984 the proposal was discussed with the LBL 
group's advisory committee (G. Feldman, M. Lederer, C. Quigg, R. Thun, and L. 
Wolfenstein) and division head (G. Trilling), and they suggested several modifica
tions. The CERN group independently suggested very similar changes, and so the 
proposal was modified. · 

The next step during September and October was to communicate the propo
sal to several leading experimental and theoretical spectroscopists across the 
United States and in other countries. Their responses led us to make further 
changes. Then on November 1, 1984 the proposal was presented to the Santa Fe 
APS meeting. Considerable feedback resulted from this well-attended meeting. 
Among the continuing modifications was the decision to retain the name JN rather 
than change it to If; due to strong feelings in a segment of our community. 

Recently a Physics Today article (March 1985) discussed our proposal and 
suggested that readers send their reactions to us. In April 1985 we mailed copies of 
our proposal to 6500 physicists requesting responses. At this International Confer
ence on Hadron Spectroscopy we are hoping to stimulate further discussion, so that 
we can have some further feedback before soon finalizing the proposal. 

(' 
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We have learned that our scheme for naming baryons (particularly the heavy 
bary~ns) is identical to sghemes proposed earlier by A. Hendry and D. Lichten
berg and by N. Samios . We have received no objections at all for the baryon 
scheme and considerable support for it. The scheme is 

3 u and/or d quarks 
Nos quarks - Nor~ 

2 u and/or d quarks 
1 s quark - A or}; 
Nos quarks - Ac or };c (etc.) 

1 u and/or d quark 
2 s quarks - E 
1 s quark - Ec or Eb (etc.) 
Nos quarks - Ecc or Ecb (etc.) 

No u or d quarks 
3 s quarks - n 
2 s quarks - nc or nb (etc.) 
1 s quark - nee or ncb (etc.) 
Nos quarks - nccc or nccb (etc.) 

A summary of our proposal for naming mesons is given in Table I. Tables 
II a - c which will be discussed later are slight variations of Table I involving fewer 
names. An important point not shown in the tables is that the spin J of each 
meson will be indicated by a subscript (except for pseudoscalars and vectors). In · 
the scheme of Table I the name of a partjcle uniquely defines its J, P, C, I, and G. 
Further details are given in our proposal . 

Table I. Names of mesons not carrying strange or heavy quantum numbers.* 

qq JPC = o-+ 2-+ ... 
' ' 

1+- 3+- ... 
' ' 

1--,2--, .. ~ o++ 1++ · · · 
' ' 

2S+1L _ J- 1(L even)J 1(L odd)J 3(L even)1 3(L odd)J 

I= 1 (u,d) 7r b p 
I= 0 (u,d) { ;,} {~~} w 
ss /t cc 11c he 
bb 1'/b hb r 
if 11t ht () 

*States with exotic JPC (0- -, 0 +-, 1- +, 2 +-, · · · ) have not been discovered 
and are 

not named in this proposal. 
tThe cc state at 3100 MeV would be an exception and be called J/11;. 

a 
f 
f' 
X 

xb 
Xt 



ForK mesons (and similarly D, BandT mesons) Cis not a good quantum 
number so a slightly different scheme is necessary: 

"Abnormal" spin - parity 
P-o- + - 3+ J - '1 '2 ' ' ... 

K 

"Normal " spin- parity 

JP- o+ - 2+ 3-- '1 ' ' , ... 

The letters K, D, B, and T indicate the heaviest flavor (quark) in the meson; the 
lightest flavor (if not u or d) is given by a subscript, e.g., F becomes Ds. 
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We should consider what happens to the names of our favorite particles. For 
Table I all changes are shown below: 

Names which do not change are: 

1r, 'TJ, p, w, 71', ¢, 7r(1300), p(1600), ¢(1680), 7lc(2980), J/lf(3100), x(3415), and !(9460). 

Names which have only minor changes are: 

ft1270) becomes f2(1270) A1(1270) becomes a1 (1270) 

f'(1525) II f'2(1525) A2(1320) II a2(1320) 

w(1670) II w3(1670) ¢(1850) II ¢3(1850) 

B(1235) II b1(1235) H(1190) II h1(1190) 

Major changes are: 

E(1300) becomes r0(1300) o(980) becomes a0(980) 

s\975) II f'o(975) t{1440) II 7J(1440) 

D(1285) II f1 (1285) A3(1680) II 71"2(1680) 

E(1420) II f'1 (1420) g(1690) II p3(1690) 

0(1690) II f'2(1690) h(2030) II f4(2030) 

For the mesons with strange or heavy quantum numbers the changes are: 

Q1 (1280) becomes K 1(1280) K(1350) becomes ~(1350) 

Q2(1400) II K 1 (1400) K\1430) II K;(l430) 

L (1770) II K2(1770) K*(l780) II K;(1780) 

F II 
Ds K*(2060) II K;(2060) 

I , 
t ' '-.-

~· 
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Let us consider the variations of Table I. We are hoping to receive more 
feedback as to which variation is preferred. Whereas in Table I, B(1235) became 
b1(1235) and H(1190) became h1 (1190), in Tables II the B(1235) becomes 1r 1 (1235) 

while H( 1190) becomes rt1 ( 1190) thereby eliminating one entire column from Table 
I. Those advocating this deletion believe it is uneconomical and unwise to invent 
6 names for only 2 particles. Note that a consequence of this deletion is that the 
first column (1r, rt) no longer uniquely defines P, Cor G although they are uniquely 
defined once J is specified (in the subscript). The series JPC remains well-defined. 
We wish to know public opinion on the relative merits of economy versus unique
ness (before J is specified). 

Table Ila. Alternative names of mesons not carrying strange or heavy quantum numbers. 

qq 

I= 1 (u,d) 
I= 0 (u,d) 
ss 
cc 
bb 
if 

1PC = 

2S+1L _ J-

o-+ 1+- ... , , 
1(any L)J 

7r 

{~~} 
'Ylc 

'Ylb 
'Ylt 

1--,2--, ... o++ 1++ · · · , , 
\L even)1 

3(L odd)J 

p a 
w f 

/t 
f' 
X 

r xb 
(} Xt 

t The cc state at 3100 MeV would be an exception and be called J /11;. 

One can eliminate the only 2 Roman letters for nonstrange, nonheavy parti
cles in Table Ila by changing a - o and f- E as shown in Table lib. Here the 
choice is between aesthetics and historical names. 

Table lib. Alternative names of mesons not carrying strange or heavy quantum numbers. 

qq 1PC = o-+ 1+- ... ' , 1--,2--, ... o++ 1++ · · · 
' ' 

content 2S+1L _ J-
1(any L)1 3(L even)J 3(L odd)J 

I= 1 (u,d) 7r p 0 
I= 0 (u,d) {;,} w f 

ss 
/t 

E' 
cc 'Ylc X 
bb 'Ylb r xb 
tT 'Ylt (} Xt 

tThe ccstate at 3100 MeV would be an exception and be called J/1/;. 
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In Table lie a further reduction in particle names is accomplished by letting E 

(fin Table Ila) become x. This forces the change x - Xc for the charm states. 
While this brings a balance between the first and third columns, there is a danger 
of some confusion in the literature when x is used; it could mean x(3415) in the 
old system or x(l270) in the new system. The choice here then is between reduc
tion in number of names and possible confusion. We hope to hear further opin
ions on these four schemes. 

Table Ilc. Alternative names of mesons not carrying strange or heavy quantum numbers. 

qq 

I= 1 (u,d) 
I= 0 (u,d) 
ss 
cc 
bb 
if 

JPC= 

2S+ 1L _ J-

o-+ 1+- · · · 
' ' 

1(any L)1 

1r 

{ ~~} 
11c 

77b 
11t 

1--,2--, ... o++ 1++ · · · 
' ' 

3(L even)1 3(L odd)1 

p 0 
w X 

:t 
x' 
Xc 

r xb 
() Xt 

tThe cc state at 3100 MeV would be an exception and be called J/1/;. 

Finally I would like to summarize the reactions we have received to our pro
posals. From many conversations, we have observed that the people who felt no 
need to write to us were usually quite pleased with the proposal. Even among 
those writing, the letters were frequently prefaced with remarks such as: "I 
applaud the Particle Data Group's proposal to systematize the naming of the 
mesons and baryons. This · · · better reflects the state of our current understand
ing of the simple underlying substructure of these composite states." Or "This pro
posal is excellent." 

For those letters with specific comments, the largest amount of mail argued 
that we should keep the name Jj..J;, and we will keep it. Others argued for the fol
lowing changes 

¢-w' 

..Ji-wc ..Ji-cf>c 
or 

r-¢b r-wb 

8-wt fJ-¢t 

One letter suggested: '/; c' 1/;b and 1/;r Several respondents argued that we should use 
'/;instead of Jj..J;. 

Our mail has been divided among Tables I, Ila-c; the reactions have been 
quite varied with no evident pattern. One supporter of Table I suggested using 

f· 
(, 
\, 



another letter forb (such as i) and reserving b for the b quark. 
One writer suggested keeping F rather than D

8 
for the esmeson. Another 

proposed changing D mesons (lie, de, ... ) to C mesons. It was also pointed out that 
the historical identification s - K and b - B is unfortunate. 
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While we intend to keep the old (colloquial) names next to the new names for 
some time, it was suggested by some that the colloquial names be retained forever 
to facilitate conversation. The writer said that "s*" is easier to say than "f' 0(975)," 
although I presume we would in conversation say "ft975)". Another suggestion 
was that a Table of historical (colloquial) names be maintained forever to help 
future students read old literature. I believe this idea should be implemented. 

One letter proposed the changes f- w, f' - ¢ and x - if; thereby reducing 
the number of names. Another economy-minded writer argued that our scheme 
still has too many names {1r, TJ, b, h, p,w, ¢,if;, r, a, f, x, K, D, B, T). His scheme 
IS: 

I= 1 I= 1L2 I=O 
S=O 7r K 1J 

spin (singlet) 

s = 1 * p K w 
(triplet) 

With this schemeD- Ke, B- Kb, E- 'Y/ssl' x(3415)- '%-c' P0 . There would be 
17 rJ'S and 17 w's. Finally it was suggested that we use spectroscopic notation 
JPC IG: 

E(l300)- o+ +o+(1300) 
K(495)- o- I/2 (495) 
D (1865)- o- 1/2 (1865) ed 

While spectroscopic notation is an excellent means of identifying particles and we 
include such information, the names we are discussing are really nicknames for 
rapid identification. 

The conclusions are to be written by the reader, and hopefully they will be 
mailed to the Particle Data Group, which is anxious to learn your opinions. Our 
address is: Particle Data Group, 50-308, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, 
CA 94 720, USA. 
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Appendix 

Let me summarize some of the immediate reaction I obtained at this confer
ence. Two individuals expressed reservations about the utility of any renaming 
proposal, and worried about confusion it might cause. The large majority of parti
cipants expressed strong support for the motivations and outline of the proposal. 
Like the letters we have received, there was no pattern to suggestions for modifica
tions, nor was there a clear preference for any particular version of the proposal. I 
enjoyed the suggestion that the names of the particles should be sold to the highest 
bidder in order to finance the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC). 
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